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Is my opinion this is a difficult property to control and manage the residential runoff water from entering the 
adjacent saratoga wetlands riparian salmon habitat. 
Specifically _ figure 7 SPEA Watercourse, (ditches) "Stream".. I am most interested to assure the planner and the 
committee have a copy of the original Feb 2017 consultant report (note you have included as Figure 7 the revised 
current environmental "PRM" report, dated june 2019).. 
I have known of instances where the environmental reports prepared under the professional reliance model now a 
common practice within government risk that the process favours the interests of the proponent's application, who 
is the payor and exclusive owner of the reports generated to support the application. 
I feel all reports commissioned need to be available and reviewed by the planning department, as the stewards of the 
community's future  
 
The Asks: 
_ Given the BCOB water capacity remains unknown, I request there be an immediate and firm hold on all rezoning 
and building permits in the saratoga miracle beach area. When the CVRD has determined the number of additional 
BCOB hookups are assured / guaranteed and the LAP is finalized (IE the water carrying capacity for saratoga 
miracle beach is known). 
My memory tells me that in 2011 the CVRD believed there were 100 additional water hookups available ( please 
correct me if I err ). 
However since that time with the variability in weather patterns, as predicted we are definitely experiencing less 
rainfall in the summer months when demand for water is at the highest with demands from tourism, livestock, 
vegetable gardens and landscaping (trees lawns flower beds). The demand on the BCOB system peaks at over 6000 
individuals consuming water each day. 
Is my opinion and speaking on behalf of our community - the assurity of drinking water is priority one - and 
therefore no additional approvals on building lots or rezoning of land be allowed til we have plenty water for each 
member of the community. 
( note since 2011, when there was to my memory 100 additional hookups - the CVRD has authorized a number of 
development proposals which require BCOB water hookups. 
* watutco 143 residences, saratoga beach estates 143 lots, with phase 2 planned, miracles beach estates 17 lots (or 
more ?) and their advert states - "phase 2 coming soon", driftwood estates, and individual new homes in saratoga 
miracle beach area (probably 30).. and more importantly the solution the BCOB had to the limited water capacity 
the well 3 was declined by the SRD....  
Also consider the impact of the anticipated sea level rise and flooding along the lower reaches of the oyster river 
and the saltwater foreshore flood plain zone to the BCOB system.. 
Make a change in course now - allowing the developments already approved access to water, and assure all existing 
homeowners will continue to receive the water from the BCOB system. 
 
_ With consideration of my concerns expressed above, Any approvals include severe restrictions on clearing and 
disturbing all vegetative cover (indigenous trees, shrubs and grasses, etc) and strict management and control of all 
waste - runoff water, human septic fields, and waste water.  
 
_ An independent assessment for the Unger property (CVRD funded) of riparian species present and for wildlife 
identify any presence of species at risk.. 
 
_ No broad ditching that permits flood pace flows in the watercourses from heavy rain and snow falls or storm 
water.    
 
**** The Best and Only Acceptable Solution (for all concerned) _ And in the big picture - the least cost !: 
The Unger Property on Wilfred Rd:  
It is my opinion the best use of this land - is as a green space, in perpetuity as a jewel in the saratoga miracle beach 
community.  
Importantly Note - A connecting network of trails or in the least roadside walkways "do not exist" in this 
community   
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___ And the Solution is: 
Dare to dream _ and visualize a trail network and a sustainable wildlife corridor from the miracle beach school and 
wilfred rd - along the boundary of the saratoga wetland connecting to the regional  driftwood marine park on 
clarkson rd. And north to the expansive sands saratoga beach, where the oyster river meets the salish sea, or south 
to the fabulous miracle beach provincial park. 
Please consider and then embrace the decision to create this legacy of a community green space, connecting 
residents of miracle beach rd and henderson ave saratoga beach to seaview rd to mclarey ave to the single lane 
bridge to the commercial business at discovery foods on glenmore rd and the oyster river nature park. 
To my mind this is the perfect outcome - the creation of the "Unger community forest" green space..The hub 
connecting a network of trails to all points of saratoga miracle beach ! 
 
The terms of purchase may possibly include tax advantage for the owners,Mr and Mrs Unger, or it be accomplished 
as a straightforward purchase on behalf of the residents of the community by the CVRD's regional parkland 
acquisition fund..  
What a gem this will make for the many new owners living here as envisioned under the regional growth strategy - 
this one of the 3 settlements nodes outside the municipal / urban boundaries of comox courtenay and cumberland.. 
And as a bonus this large connecting park area and wild life corridor will enhance and expand the appeal for the 
tourist experience, rewarding the immediate economic possibilities forever and the CVRD's tax base realized from 
this boost to property development at the saratoga beach estates and other high density home developments.. 
 
Spend a little extra dollars today - to benefit for all the years to come..Truly this is a legacy opportunity, not to allow 
to slip through the fingers of our elected regional reps... 
     
Sincerely to you. 
GL McFarlane 
8676 whelan rd 
black creek 
V9J 1J8 




